
Junior/trainee Tentbuilder 
 
We offer you a challenging and varied fulltime position, working outside and across Europe. After an initial training period you 
will be working as a Junior/trainee tentbuilder on different projects and locations. Together you will be responsible for delivering 
the project. Your work will mainly involve supporting your team with al the work. Our concept is ‘’Learning by doing.” You will 
mainly work with a partner or buddy who will give you one on one instruction and monitor your progress.  
You will travel in the crew bus to many locations and projects in Europe. From big events to international temporary buildings. In 
addition you will have the opportunity to receive professional training in Tent Building and gain internationally recognised 
qualifications in Health & Safety.  
 
we are looking for  

 An enthusiastic person who has technical affinity  

 A go-getter with a top sports mentality  

 Prepared to undertake further training (like B-VCA, elevating workplatform)  

 Ideally can converse in the Dutch, English or German language  

 Finished High school  

 Prepared to travel extensively  

 Ideally holds a full driving license  
 
 
The work 
There are working 80 tentbuilders at the operations department. They go from the Netherlands to different country’s in Europe. 
They travel with there own bus, who is equipped with all the tools needed to safety assemble and disassemble all the tents and 
temporary buildings. You are learning every day!  
You are always using your hands in the execution of the work, but also tools like hand tools, climbing tools, pneumatic tools, 
aerial work platforms, forklift trucks and construction cranes.  
You are always travelling with your team. The supervisor is the leader of the team en gives instructions and educations to the 
tentbuilders. You will start with your team together, have a pause together and finish together. In the evening there will be a 
diner for everyone. Nobody eats outside the group.  
 
Offer 
A fulltime job as Junior/trainee Tentbuilder in a fun and energetic team within family company at. - An attractive job with career 
opportunities for the future. In time you can grow to tentbuilder,first -tentbuilder and even supervisor. - Excellent salary, - 8% 
holiday pay, - Travel expanses and accommodations costs, - A pension plan, - Vacation days (24 days) - Opportunities for 
further training - Outside of work- the company arrange regular social events and functions.  
The salary of a 19 years old tentbuilder is € 1.842,00 bruto every month, plus 8% holiday pay. Overtime and travel costs will be 
paid separately. There is a reimbursement for commuting expenses, for overnight stays and a daily allowance. Neptunus pays 
the hotel, dinner, some drinks and the breakfast. This is when you are staying overnight at a project location.  
A 19 year old tentbuilder will recieve a salary between € 1.800 – € 2.200 netto every month.  
 
We have a terms and conditions of employment that describe all conditions of employment. The job level and salary scales are 
discussed in advance and reviewed every six months. You will get the employment contract on paper. You will get payed in the 
last week of every month. The employee will get a log in password to see his payslip online.  
 
Housing 
Finding good and affordable housing in the area of the company is not easy. That is the reason why Neptunus provides some 
appartments nearby. Neptunus rents out a limited number of rooms for € 350,00 netto every month (included: water, gas, 
electricity). The accomodations are only meant for the tentbuilders, so it is not permitted to take other persons with you in the 
appartment.  
The employee needs to get a BSN (citizen service number) from the Municipal Government. Neptunus will help and support the 
employee with the procedure.  
 
Sustainable employability 
A career at Neptunus can look like this; starting in the function of junior/trainee tentbuilder and after that promoting to 
tentbuilder. Neptunus is searching for tentbuilders who wants to grow and achieve more. After tentbuilder you have to possibility 
to promoot to first tentbuilder and after that even supervisor.  
 
Start date: asap 
fulltime – Working from: Kessel, Budel or Arnhem (NL)  
 

Job vacancy Id: WBS4799418 

 
 


